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Experiencing difficulty with Windows 
10 or other Microsoft items? Microsoft 
Support Number.  

Refreshed since the dispatch of Windows 10, 
the Microsoft Answer Desk page depicts the majority 
of the help choices accessible to you as a Microsoft 
client. You can talk with somebody on the web, get the 
telephone and call or visit your neighborhood Microsoft 
store for assistance. A portion of the help alternatives 
will cost you cash, yet some are free, particularly those 
concerning Windows 10.  

 

Microsoft is offering Windows 10 as a free move up 
to Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 clients for the principal 
year. To catch the free update, you can save your 
duplicate through the "Get Windows 10" symbol that 
shows up in the Windows taskbar in the lower right 
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corner, and afterward sit tight for it to appear. On the 
other hand, you can physically move up to Windows 10 
utilizing Microsoft's free media creation instrument.  

 

Be that as it may, imagine a scenario in which you're 
somewhat restless about moving up to Windows 10 all 
alone. Possibly you're worried about losing your 
current records or settings? Or on the other hand 
maybe you're recently stressed that something may turn 
out badly. Never dread. Microsoft is here. As a major 
aspect of Microsoft's help choices, you can take your PC 
or tablet into a Windows store, and a store 
representative will enable you to move up to Windows 
10.  

As the Answer Desk page clarifies:  

So what different administrations do Microsoft offer for 
nothing? You can visit with somebody or call 

the Microsoft helpline Number  +1-855-999-

4811. Microsoft can assist you with inquiries concerning 

records and charging, administrations and applications, 
and gadgets, for example, cell phones and the Xbox. 
Simply click on the particular class and after that, a 
subcategory and you can open up a talk or timetable a 
call.  

 

Be that as it may, the organization likewise offers free in-
store support. Regardless of whether you bought your 
PC from Microsoft or another retailer, the Answer Desk 
people at your nearby Microsoft store can help you 
for nothing with the accompanying issues: 
1) expanded diagnostics on any gadget; 2) programming 
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fix or backing; 3) infection and malware evacuation; 4) 
PC check-ups for expanded execution; and 5) Recycle 
for Rewards examination, which offers you a Microsoft 
Store gift voucher for exchanging certain items. 
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